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MOTIVATION & RESEARCH QUESTION

In this paper, we take a first look at institutional investor 
ideology, estimated from the way they vote on the proxy ballot of  

the companies they are shareholders of.

We focus on Institutional Investors, mutual fund families and public 
pension funds, as

- they cast the determining votes in most proxy ballots
- are repeat players
- and consequently shape a wide range of  corporate 

governance, social and economic issues. 

We employ a spatial model of  proxy voting, W-NOMINATE, and 
map institutional investors, and the proposals they vote on, on a two-
dimensional space.



…
A vote is ideological when positions are predictable across a wide set 
of  issues (Converse, 1964).

The first dimension, is a socially vs. profit oriented dimension. The 
funds on the left support a more social and environment friendly 
orientation of  the firm and fewer say on pay proposals; the funds on 
the right are more strictly “money conscious”.
We find significant heterogeneity in fund ideology (preferences vs. 
beliefs).
ISS is located in the center, to the left of  most large mutual funds 
which tend to be center-right. Pension funds are mostly left and 
center-left.

A second dimension reflects a more traditional governance view, 
seeing the opposition of  management disciplinarian investors, led 
by Glass-Lewis, and more management friendly ones.



THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

• Grossman and Stiglitz (1976) & Grossman and Hart, (1979): in a 
competitive economy with complete markets there is unanimity
among shareholders on the objectives of  the firm.

• Only shareholder value maximization is compatible with the no-
arbitrage equilibrium condition in financial markets. 

• Milton Friedman (1970): shareholders prefer value maximization 
because negative externalities are best addressed through 
public policy

• When a takeover is not an immediate threat, socially-minded 
shareholders may well prefer a non-value-maximizing policy 
that causes less negative externalities 

• Especially if  externalities are difficult to undo, and if  the 
government cannot be relied on to internalize all socially harmful 
activities (Hart and Zingales, 2016)



SHAREHOLDERS AS CITIZENS

Larry Fink, CEO of  Blackrock in his annual letter to CEOs., “A Sense 
of  Purpose”, January 2018;
“We also see many governments failing to prepare for the future, on issues ranging 
from retirement and infrastructure to automation and worker retraining. As a 
result, society increasingly is turning to the private sector and asking that companies 
respond to broader societal challenges.”

Dov Seidman, CEO of  LRN quoted by Thomas Friedman in the 
NYT column of  March 27, 2018 :   
“The world is fused. So there no places anymore to stand to the side and claim 
neutrality — to say, ‘I am just a businessperson’ or ‘I am just running a 
platform.’ …the business of  business is no longer just business. The business of  
business is now society.”



RELATED LITERATURE

• Corporate Governance and Proxy Voting
Gillan and Starks (2000), Davis and Kim (2007), Ferri et al. (2012)
Bethel and Gillan (2002), …, McCahery, Sautner and Starks (2016).
Perspective is that institutional investor voting is mostly concerned with 
corporate governance (agency) issues and does not reflect a broader 
ideological premise

• The Role of  Institutional Investors in Corporate Governance 
and the Economy
Index Funds and Corporate Governance: Appel et al., 2016; 
Bebchuk and Hirst, 2018
Common ownership: Schmaltz, 2018



MAIN FEATURES OF OUR METHODOLOGY
• We take a political approach pioneered by Poole and Rosenthal
(1985) to study voting in Congress: W-NOMINATE spatial
model.

• Random utility framework (McFadden, 1976) in which Funds
with heterogeneous preferences choose between alternatives
characterized by attributes that are unobserved to the researchers,
but observed (and acted upon) by them.

• Fund preferences are assumed to be single-peaked and
symmetric, and we assume they vote for the alternative closer to
this peak (ideal point), allowing for some error.

• While funds may have preferences across an array of issues, their
attitudes appear to be organized by position along a small
number of latent dimensions (ideology).



MAIN FEATURES OF OUR METHODOLOGY

• For each fund voting, we estimate the coordinates in the basic
space; and for each proposal, we estimate the coordinates of Yay
and Nay outcomes and their midpoint, on that same basic space.

• Our method for finding the dimensions is blind both to the
features of the institutions voting and the features of the
proposals they vote on.

This allow for a broad interpretation of the diverse ideal points of
asset managers and owners which goes beyond pure shareholder value
considerations.



SPATIAL MODELS

From observed votes for and against proxy proposals 
estimate:
1. an ideal point along one or more dimensions for each 

institutional investor, and a midpoint/cutting line for 
each proposal.

2. a signal-to-noise parameter (strength of spatial 
component of utility relative to random errors)

3. We calculate measures of “fit” (geometric mean 
probability of observed choices, percentage correctly 
classified, proportionate-reduction in error)

4. Provide substantive interpretation (left-right, social-
greedy) of dimensions.



VOTING PATTERNS OF CALPERS, FIDELITY, AND GAMCO

EXAMPLE



THE GEOMETRY OF PROXY VOTING IN 1 DIM

Let the outcomes Yay and Nay on the jth proposal (j=1,…,q) 
be represented by Ojy and Ojn, respectively. Then, the 
midpoint

separates the funds predicted to vote Yes from those predicted 
to vote No.
In 1 Dimension, Zj is a point:

-1 0 +1
Funds x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6

Midpoints z1 z2 z3 z4 z5

1 Y N N N N N
2 Y Y N N N N
3 Y Y Y N N N
4 Y Y Y Y N N
5 Y Y Y Y Y N



THE GEOMETRY OF PROXY VOTING IN 2 DIM

In 2 Dimensions, Zj is a cutting line:

Cutting 
Line



W-NOMINATE METHODOLOGY

If  an error is present then the problem of  estimating the 
cutting lines is equivalent to a probit or logit.

Random utility model: a fund’s utility function consists of

(a) a deterministic component that is a function of  the 
distance between the fund’s ideal point and the Yes and No 
alternatives.
(b) A stochastic component. 

Voting is probabilistic, and estimation is done by 
iteration.



W-NOMINATE METHODOLOGY

Fund i’s utility for the Yes and No outcomes on proposal j is:

UijY= uijY + eijY

UijN= uijN + eijN

P(Fund votes Yes) = P(UijY> UijN) = P(eijN – eijY < uijY - uijN)

s.t. P(Yes)+P(No)=1

If  we assume a normal distribution for the utility function and that the 
errors are logit distributed, we get that the probability a fund votes Yes 
is:



W-NOMINATE METHODOLOGY
Given the matrix of  observed vote choices for each of  the funds, W-
NOMINATE estimates the combination of  parameters for fund ideal 
points and proposal outcomes that maximizes the joint probability 
of  the observed choices.

Where p is the number of  funds and q the number of  proposals, and s 
the number of  dimensions, Pijt is the probability of  voting for the 
choice t and Cijt=1 if  the fund’s actual choice is t.

The likelihood function to be optimized is a continuous 
distribution over ps+2qs+s hyperplanes.



ESTIMATION
Alternating Maximum Likelihood Procedure:
• Start with an initial configuration of  fund positions and signal-to-

noise ratio, b, and salience weight w, where the initial fund positions 
are calculated based on agreement scores.

• Proceed with the Three-step iterative algorithm (W-NOMINATE):
1) Find the the outcome coordinates for each proposal that 

max the likelihood function.
2) Max the likelihood function over b and w, holding the 

fund and proposal coordinates fixed.
3) Hold the b and w, and proposal coordinates constant and 

search for fund ideal points that max the likelihood 
function.

• Repeat the three steps above until convergence.

Objective: maximize the probability that the model assigns to the 
observed votes.



THIS PAPER

• We conduct an empirical analysis of 15,035 proposals by mutual fund 
families and pension funds for the fiscal year 2011-2012, for the 
Russell 3000 firms.

• 229 Mutual Fund Families; 37 Public Pension Funds
• Fund within the same family tend to vote in the same way:

• Only in 1.11% of  the obs (proposal-fund pairs) did a fund vote 
differently than the family it belongs to.

• We estimate the ideal points of  ISS, Glass Lewis, and Management 
as well.

• Work in progress: evolution of  ideal points over time



INVESTOR IDEOLOGY: 1 DIMENSION
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INVESTOR IDEOLOGY: 1 DIMENSION



Domini Social Investments

• Investment Philosophy: “We believe that all investments have 
social and environmental implications. We apply social, environmental 
and governance standards to all of our investments, believing they help 
identify opportunities to provide strong financial rewards to our fund 
shareholders while also helping to create a more just and sustainable 
economic system.”



Needham Investment Management, LLC

Investment philosophy based on “quantitative measures of value
combined with recognition of fundamental and technical trends,
[and that it pursues] A policy of disciplined, unemotional, and
strategic investing, backed by solid and comprehensive research,”

Investment philosophy as 
focusing on investments with 
“an emphasis on tax-efficient 
capital appreciation and 
preservation”.

Leuthold Weeden Capital Management



2 DIMENSIONS
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PROPOSAL ANALYSIS: MIDPOINTS

Definition: Midpoint is the point at which the probabilities of 
voting “For” and “Against” are both 0.5. 

The point on the line that separates the predicted “For” the 
proposal from the predicted “Against” 

The left end is chosen for the midpoint if  left voters are more 
likely to go against the majority than voters on the right, and vice-
versa for proposals at the right end, regardless from what side 
the Yea votes are.

There are 375 of the 3,230 proposals with midpoints at -1, and 128 
at +1.  These proposals are not informative, i.e. the proportional 
reduction of error (PRE) for these proposals is zero.



PROPOSAL ANALYSIS:
MIDPOINTS 1ST DIM BY PROPOSAL TYPE



PROPOSAL ANALYSIS:
MIDPOINTS 1ST DIM BY PROPOSAL TYPE



MIDPOINTS 1ST DIM AND FIRM CHARACTERISTICS





MIDPOINTS
2ND DIM AND
FIRM CHARS





CUTTING LINES

Definition: the cutting line is the line in the two-dimensional 
space that separates the predicted “For” the proposal from the 
predicted “Against”.

It is the line on which the probabilities of voting “For” and 
“Against” are both 0.5. 

For each proposal, the cutting line tells us the coalitions of  
investors.

The angle the line makes with the first dimension reflects how 
voters trade off  the two dimensions on each proposal. The angles 
vary between -90 degrees to +90 degrees. An angle of  0 or close to 
0 is entirely a second-dimension issue, and angles of  -90 or +90 
degrees are entirely first dimension issues.



CUTTING LINES - EXAMPLES

Say on Pay Vote at Citigroup – April 17th 2012.
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CUTTING LINES - EXAMPLES

Election of  J. Michael Losch to the Board of  AON – May 18th 2012.



CUTTING LINE ANGLES
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CUTTING LINE ANGLES BY PROPOSAL TYPE
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ROBUSTNESS CHECKS
“Vote Buying” and Agenda Setting by Management

Strategic Voting

The results are robust to:
• Other subsamples: all firm

• Other estimation methods: 
– Optimal Classification (OC) – non-parametric
– ANOMINATE – Probit, Markov Chain Monte Carlo 

estimation
– Heckman Snyder (1997) – Principal Component



INVESTOR IDEOLOGY: 2 DIM, FY2012 VS FY2016

Orange is 2012 & Blue is 2016



THE EVOLUTION OF IDEOLOGY OVER TIME

Work in Progress



FUTURE RESEARCH

• Evolution over time : 

– the financial crisis, the rise of  SRI
– Which funds are stable, which ones evolve over time, and why

• The relationship between voting and investing

• The effects on firm’s policies


